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Abstract
In this article the authors present Five-Picture Charades, an instructional
activity designed to introduce preservice and in-service teachers to the
technical and pedagogical uses of digital images in the classroom.
Because digital images can be repurposed into several different types of
digital media projects, Five-Picture Charades is described as a flexible
model for educating teachers about creating and editing digital media.
The authors also discuss pedagogical uses of this activity across the
content areas, as well as describe ways to relate Five-Picture Charades to
lesson planning and curriculum development projects.

In 1997, first author Curby Alexander made a discovery: fourth graders cannot play
Charades. They understand the concept, but when the time comes to perform in front of
their peers, they collapse into giggles. Charades can be an effective instructional game—as
a vocabulary review, a reading comprehension strategy for a novel, and so forth. But how
does a teacher get the students over the social hurdle of fits of giggles?
At this point, a deus ex machina moment took place: Alexander discovered an Apple
QuickTake 100 digital camera sitting unused in a school closet. The camera was capable
of capturing eight medium-resolution pictures and could be plugged into the classroom
Macintosh LC 550 computer. The images could be imported directly into KidPix
Slideshow.
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At the time, this technology was unlike anything he had ever seen, and he began
brainstorming ways to use this camera in his teaching. The camera could be used to
expand the charades activity. Groups of students would take a short segment from the
book they were reading—Time for Andrew by Mary Downing Hahn—and act it out,
documenting the sequence using the camera. Each group planned its shots, captured
images in a commons area of the school, and then loaded the images into KidPix on the
classroom computer. The groups arranged their images into a slideshow and shared them
with the rest of the class, while individual students took turns guessing which scene from
the book was being portrayed. This activity helped the students visualize the scenes from
the book (as recommended by Gambrell & Bales, 1986; Hibbing & Rankin-Erickson,
2003; Pressley, 1977) and forced them to make decisions about which elements of the
scene were salient to the plot.
As it turned out, Alexander’s 1997 experience positioned him just ahead of a cultural
tipping point. In 1999, Apple began to bundle a free video editor, iMovie, with its
Macintosh operating system. In 2000, Microsoft responded with Windows Movie Maker,
meaning that virtually every home computer sold from that point onward came with free,
powerful tools for creating digital media. Within the same time frame, digital cameras
began outselling film cameras and have become increasingly integrated into such
everyday devices as cell phones (Bull & Bell, 2005; Bull & Garofalo, 2006). These digital
media tools were soon joined by services for sharing and commenting on the end
products. In 2004 and 2005, Flickr, an image-hosting service, and YouTube, the nowubiquitous video-hosting service, were launched. A flood of user-generated digital media
ensued. (Editor’s Note: See Resources section at the end of this paper for website
URLs.)
Within the spectrum of technologies urged upon teachers, digital media tools are heavily
emphasized. Digital media tools can include image editors (e.g., Paint, Photoshop, or
GImP), audio editors (GarageBand, Audacity), and video editors (Movie Maker, iMovie,
PhotoStory). The argument for using these tools is twofold. First, students are interested
in these tools and their products—students are avid producers and consumers of digital
media (Lenhart & Madden, 2005; Rainie, 2009). Teachers would be wise to leverage this
enthusiasm for content-learning purposes by integrating these tools into classroom
instruction.
Second, these tools may offer unique pedagogical affordances. For example, science
students can use digital video tools to record and then closely observe extremely slow
processes (e.g., a developing chrysalis), extremely fast processes (the smashing of an egg),
or—in combination with other tools—processes that cannot be observed with the naked
eye (e.g., a solar eclipse or mitosis). Language arts students can use digital cameras and
specialized editors such as Comic Life to reinvent texts such as Macbeth (cf. “Teaching
Shakespeare” on the Folger Shakespeare Library wiki). Students of history can listen to
specialized podcasts such as BackStory to access unique perspectives. Students of foreign
languages or global studies can use YouTube’s library of millions of videos to explore
different cultures, subcultures, languages, and dialects.
Unfortunately, digital media tools can be challenging to integrate in the classroom.
Teachers need time and training to learn the tools, the hardware required to support their
use can be prohibitively expensive, and—most importantly—the planning and
instructional time consumed by digital media work can far outstrip any obvious value
added to students’ learning (Hofer & Swan, 2006). Teachers can cover far more material
by lecturing about it than by engaging students in inquiry and constructing new
knowledge with digital media tools. Teaching with digital media tools, therefore, is not
just a wicked problem (Koehler & Mishra, 2008), but also a diabolical problem.
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The Five-Picture Charades Activity
The Five-Picture Charades Activity addresses the following National Educational
Technology Standards for Teachers (International Society for Technology in Education,
2008):
NETS-T 1.a: Teachers use their knowledge of subject matter, teaching and
learning, and technology to facilitate experiences that advance student learning,
creativity, and innovation in both face-to-face and virtual environments.
Teachers: promote, support, and model creative and innovative thinking and
inventiveness.
NETS-T 2.a: Teachers design, develop, and evaluate authentic learning
experiences and assessment incorporating contemporary tools and resources to
maximize content learning in context and to develop the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes identified in the NETS•S. Teachers: design or adapt relevant learning
experiences that incorporate digital tools and resources to promote student
learning and creativity.
Capturing and Sharing Images
To introduce preservice and in-service teachers to a range of digital media tools and
pedagogical possibilities, the concept of Five-Picture Charades has been expanded upon
and refined. This activity, which can be used with both preservice and in-service teachers,
builds upon two assumed previous understandings: how to play Charades and how to use
a digital camera. From this starting point, instructors can introduce image editing, digital
movie making, and a variety of authentic instructional uses of these technologies. The
entire sequence can take place in as little as 60 minutes, but is best planned for a single
multihour block or split across two sessions. This activity has been conducted in
instructional technology classes, content-area methods classes, teacher workshops, and
in-service professional development sessions.
The first step in the activity is to introduce the task. For an audience of elementary
preservice teachers, one might start by relating the story about the fourth-grade students
and the origins of Five-Picture Charades. For middle or secondary preservice teachers,
one might begin by asking if anyone has ever played or heard of a Victorian-era parlor
game called Tableau (see Figure 1).
The second phase of the activity consists of group work. The instructor places the
preservice teachers in small groups—preferably no larger than five members to a group.
Each group is given a digital camera, and the instructor makes sure that at least one
designated camera operator knows how to operate it. Next, the groups devise exactly five
images that illustrate a curricular topic. For some groups, the instructor may have to
constrain the topic, for example, assigning a folktale such as Cinderella. On other
occasions, the selection may be left up to the group. When allowed to choose, most groups
in our experience have presented narratives. Other groups have elected to generate
illustrations for a group of related words, such as modes of transportation or family
members. A few groups have found creative ways to depict a concept, such as triangular
trade or animal migration.
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Figure 1. Example of
o Tableau, a single-imagee depiction off an idea, persson,
place, th
hing, or eventt—in this casee, the assassin
nation of Juliius Caesar in 44
BCE.

To produce theeir images, grroups may lea
ave the classro
oom and takee advantage off whatever
feeatures the bu
uilding has to offer—stairw
wells, landscap
ping, lounge aareas, and so forth. To
keeep the activity focused, th
his phase shou
uld be limited
d to 10 minutees or less. Gro
oups
ty
ypically use alll of the allotted time, and participants eenjoy the rapiid, improvised nature
off the staging and
a shooting..
Once
O
the group
ps have staged
d and shot their sequence of five imagess, they reasseemble in
th
he classroom. The instructo
or (and a desiignated assisttant, if necesssary) moves th
he images
frrom the cameras and loadss them into a set
s of web fol ders or into aan image hostting
seervice, such as Posterous. Once
O
all of the groups havee turned in th
heir photos, itt is time to
pllay the game: the instructo
or projects eacch team’s pho
otos in sequen
nce, and the o
other team
members
m
guess what the theeme or narrattive is (see Figgure 2 for exaamples). The class
ussually enjoys this step, botth from the ch
hallenge of gu
uessing the top
pic and from viewing
th
he images cap
ptured by each
h group.
Expanding an
nd Extending
g with the Images
At
A this point, th
he activity can branch out in one of threee different d
directions depending
up
pon the audieence, the learn
ning objectivees, and the tim
me available ((see Figure 3)).


No furrther technica
al instruction:: Stop and disscuss pedagoggical possibiliities, as
well ass logistical and managemen
nt concerns o
of the Five-Piccture Charadees activity.
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Figure
e 2. Three exa
amples of Fiv
ve-Picture Cha
arades activi ties created b
by preservice teachers in a
an
educatiional technolo
ogy class.





Editing images: A natural
n
extenssion of the Fivve-Picture Ch
harades activitty is to
begin editing
e
the im
mages by addiing props, chaanging the baackground, ad
dding
though
ht bubbles or speech balloo
ons, and so fo
orth. At this p
point, one mig
ght segue
into Co
omic Life, PhotoShop, GIm
mP, Paint, Pow
werPoint or aany other imaage editor
or marrkup program
m that best fitss the audiencee’s needs and
d interests. Th
he value
added by the Five-P
Picture Charades activity iss that the imaage editing exeercise
beginss with photos the preservicce teachers aree motivated to edit, and fo
or which
they offten will be brrimming with
h ideas for creeative, humorrous changes.
Digitall movie-making: Given fivee pictures thaat tell a story, making a sho
ort movie
or digiital story from
m them is rela
atively easy. Im
mport the imaages into a m
movie
editor (such as Mov
vie Maker or iMovie),
i
arran
nge the picturres on the tim
meline, and
record
d the narration
n. This activitty probably lo
owers preservvice teachers’ cognitive
load by
y minimizing
g or eliminatin
ng the compleexity of narrattive constructtion and
creativ
ve decision making. Instead, preservice teachers can focus on
undersstanding the building
b
block
ks of digital m
movie-makingg (i.e., source material,
editing
g, and rendering) and the fine
f
points off transitions, eeffects, and tittling.

After editin
ng images forr 20 to 30 min
nutes, the insttructor shoulld ask preservvice
teachers to
o pause and discuss
d
the edu
ucational imp
plications of tthis activity. T
The
instructor can take adva
antage of the preservice teaachers’ enthu
usiasm to focu
us the
conversation on plannin
ng classroom instruction b
by asking a qu
uestion like, “H
How can
teachers ap
pply the toolss (digital cameeras, image ed
ditors, and m
movie making software)
and techniiques (Tableau, Five-Picturre Charades) to teaching K
K-12 curriculaar
content?”
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Figure 3. Example
E
of the steps and varying ways to implemen
nt the Five Piccture
Charades acctivity with sttudents or tea
achers.

Instructional Strategies Emerging
E
fro
om Five-Pictu
ure Charades
s
As
A mentioned, the Five-Pictture Charadess activity shou
uld lead into a discussion o
of how to
in
ntegrate digita
al media toolss usefully into
o classroom in
nstruction. Th
hese discussio
ons are
grrounded in th
he specifics off the audiencee’s student po
opulation (i.e., elementary, middle,
orr secondary sttudents) and content areass (social studiies, language arts, etc.). W
When the
diiscussion is sp
pecific and co
oncrete, the prreservice teacchers are ablee to assimilatee digital
media
m
tools rap
pidly into theeir own thinking and instru
uctional patteerns. A bibliog
graphy of
prractitioner-orriented workss on teaching with digital m
media is inclu
uded in the ap
ppendix.
Teacher-Centtered
One
O use of the Five-Picture Charades acttivity is for in--service or prreservice teach
hers to
deemonstrate procedures forr classroom acctivities, such
h as science exxperiments orr math
prrojects. For ex
xample, one group
g
of preseervice teacherrs worked toggether in the ffollowing
acctivity to dem
monstrate how
w to measure objects
o
indireectly using sim
milar triangless and
mirrors.
m
In som
me instances, these collectiions may exceeed five images. Using read
dily
av
vailable softw
ware, the preseervice teacherrs captured th
he images and
d then annotaated them
with
w text and arrows.
a
Text-b
based instructtions intendeed to guide stu
udents throug
gh this
acctivity would be burdensom
me on both th
he teacher and
d the learnerss; however, th
he
ch
harades activiity reduced th
he proceduress to a few imaages. Not onlyy did this activvity
ch
hallenge the preservice
p
tea
achers’ concep
ptual knowled
dge of similarr triangles as tthey
sttaged, captureed and annota
ated the imag
ges, but they w
were also forcced to consideer the
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prrocedures forr guiding stud
dents through
h the activity eefficiently (seee Class Projecct #3 Digital
D
photo "how-to"
"
at htttp://bit.ly/diigitalhowto).
Student-Cente
ered / Studen
nts’ Hands-O
On Use
English/Lang
E
guage Arts. In an urban high
h
school E
English class, an in-service teacher
in
nstructed his students
s
to reeenact scenes from popula r literary piecces (e.g., Maccbeth and
The
T Adventurees of Huckleberry Finn). The
T students ccaptured theirr scenes with a digital
ca
amera then ussed Comic Liffe to annotatee the images tto reveal the tthoughts and
motivations
m
off the characterrs. “Using this experience, students learrn to think beeyond their
ow
wn point of viiew and consiider multiple perspectives on a work of literature thrrough
pllaying different roles” (Harrmon & Marq
quez-Zenkov, 2007, para. 2
2). Examples of this
acctivity can be seen in the Apple
A
Learnin
ng Exchange.
Social Studie
es. Preservicee secondary ed
ducation majors in a techn
nology integraation
co
ourse were instructed to reecreate a histo
orical event using the Five--Picture Charrades
acctivity. Studen
nts in this cla
ass were divid
ded into group
ps of four or fi
five students aand then
giiven a historiccal event to portray using five
f
images. T
The preservicee teachers firsst had to
deecide which elements
e
weree significant to the event, th
hen they had to plan and sstage each
im
mage within a short time frrame. They in
nserted their iimages into P
PowerPoint an
nd edited
th
hem before sh
haring their project with th
he rest of the cclass (Figure 4
4). This activvity was
ba
ased on Visua
al Discovery, an
a instruction
nal strategy d
designed by Bo
ower, Lobdelll, and
Owens
O
(2005),, in which stu
udents researcch images and
d documents related to a h
historical
ev
vent, a person
n, or an era, th
hen they applly what they llearned by reccreating histo
ory
th
hrough their own
o
pictures. “One way to assess what sstudents havee learned duriing a
Visual
V
Discoveery is to ask th
hem to ‘step in
nto’ the visuaals and bring tthem to life” ((p. 34), the
au
uthors said.

Fiigure 4. Onee group's five--picture collection. View a
as a slideshow
w at
htttp://bit.ly/viisdisc.
Science. In a different classs, elementaryy preservice teeachers used Five-Picture Charades
to
o demonstratee the water cyycle. Although
h it was condu
ucted at homee, it could also
o have
beeen done in a classroom orr lab. Using a pot of water, a hot plate, a cookie sheett, and ice
cu
ubes, the presservice teacheers reenacted the water cyccle in five imaages. The images were
th
hen annotated
d using imagee editing softw
ware and com
mbined with viideo captured
d
siimultaneously
y. The final movie
m
was uplo
oaded to YouT
Tube and shaared with the class (See
Video
V
1, availab
ble at http://b
bit.ly/wsvideo).
Mobile/Geos
M
spatial. With
h the rise of GPS-enabled
G
ccameras and o
other devices,, there will
po
ossibly be mo
ore ways to usse this activityy outside the w
walls of the scchool. Studen
nts can
ta
ake pictures and
a record theeir geolocation to create a h
hybrid geocacche and Five--Picture
Charades activ
vity for their classmates
c
to complete. Stu
udents would
d need to interrpret the
im
mages and loccate where theey were taken
n to solve the challenge. Th
his activity aligns with
th
he foundation
nal work of Deede (2002) an
nd Dunleavy ((2009) wheree students eng
gage in
au
ugmented rea
ality learning activities in order
o
to solve engaging, reaal world prob
blems
(V
Villano, 2008
8).
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Sharing and Publishing the Images
Preservice and in-service teachers are more likely to adopt new teaching strategies,
particularly those involving technology, when certain conditions exist (Ertmer, 2005).
These conditions include personal experiences using particular teaching strategies and
technologies, observing the successful experiences of others, and participating in a
community of practice centered around experimenting with new ideas. The World Wide
Web provides access to tools and forums capable of facilitating these conditions.
Preservice and in-service teachers can create and share their own projects, as well as
observe the work of other teaching professionals who work with similar students or the
same content area. Websites such as Flickr, Picasaweb, Posterous, VoiceThread, and
YouTube not only facilitate the sharing of digital media, but they also allow visitors to
leave comments or engage in discussions about the movie, presentation, or images.
Teachers can also bookmark the projects shared through these media sites and access
them for future reference.
Tools and Trade-Offs
The Five-Picture Charades activity can be taught with many different tools, GIMP instead
of PhotoShop, iMovie instead of Movie Maker, and so forth. Instructors should highlight
the flexibility of the tools and the nondeterministic nature of the technology. There is no
inherent advantage, beyond personal preference, to using iMovie as opposed to another
video editor. Preservice and in-service teachers need to know that (a) they have options
for which media-creation tools they choose to bring into their classrooms, and (b) the
best choice of a tool should be based on what best suits their personal preferences,
teaching needs, and available technology. In some cases, a simple tool, such as Paint, may
be the best choice for the teacher, the best fit for the task, or the only supported option on
the classroom computers.
Each choice of technology also brings with it a set of trade-offs. A powerful tool such as
Final Cut can alter video in almost any way that the user can imagine; however, it is
extremely difficult to learn, is expensive, and requires high-end hardware to support it. A
wizard-driven program such as PhotoStory is extremely limiting (e.g., it runs only on
Windows systems and can use still images but not video), but it is easy to learn and allows
teachers to scaffold students’ work as they move through the movie-production process,
step by step.
These options and their trade-offs are addressed by providing preservice teachers with a
table of tools that they may wish to use. This table (see Table 1) is not meant to be
exhaustive, but instead to highlight the key differences among the tools. The table links to
the Wikipedia pages for each tool. The Wikipedia pages provide critical additional
information, such as tracking features across different versions (e.g.,
http://wikipedia.org/wiki/iMovie) or links to user communities. The URLs for provider
websites are found in the Resources section at the end of this paper. The table helps turn
the experience of the activity into a longer-term learning process, rather than a one-time
experience.
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Table 1
Options for Digital Media Tools and Their Trade-Offs
Media Tool
Image Editors
PhotoShop

Host

Free/Pay

Client-side

Pay

Audio Editors
Audacity

Client-side

Free

GarageBand

Client-side

Paint
Picasa

PowerPoint

Comic Life

Aviary

Comment

PhotoShop is extremely
powerful but can be a
challenge to use; we
recommend the lighter and
less expensive PhotoShop
Elements.
Client-side (Windows Free with
Ubiquitous on all PCs, but
only)
Windows OS extremely limited. Useful for
extremely basic purposes.
Client-side (but can Free
Primarily a photo organizer,
Picasa can also perform some
host images with a
Google account)
simple edits/enhancements.
Images uploaded to
picasaweb can support
captions.
Client-side
Pay
Primarily used as a
presentation tool, but images
can be imported, cropped,
resized, edited, marked up,
annotated and exported as
JPEGs.
Client-side
Pay
This application allows the
user to annotate and edit
images, including inserting
images into separate frames
on one page. Comics can be
exported as images or movie
files for further editing or
voice over.
Web-based
Free
This web-based suite of tools
allows users to edit, mark up
and host digital images, as
well as screen captures.
Wildly popular, stable,
powerful. Note that an
additional plug-in (linked at
site) is needed to render
projects into .mp3 format.
Free w/iLife Popular, powerful. Note that
package
it can do more than merely
record and edit sound; it can
also be used to compose.
Also, GarageBand can
incorporate visuals into final
files, thus creating
“illustrated podcasts”.
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Aviary Myna

Video Editors
iMovie

Windows Movie
Maker

PhotoStory3

Web-based

Free, must
register

Powerful web-based audio
editor with hundreds of
audio loops available for
mixing audio. Allows users to
record, edit, mix and host
audio files.

Client-side (Mac
only)

Free w/iLife Popular, powerful, and—for
package
some users—easy to use.
Note the iMovie 8 was a
significant departure from
previous versions—a
radically different interface
and (seemingly) a different
purpose (montaging images
rather than editing video).
Client-side (Windows Free with
Early versions were
only)
Windows OS extremely clumsy and crashprone. The current version is
much improved, but not as
powerful as iMovie. The
simple interface works well
for classroom projects.
Client-side (Windows Free
Interface provides a step-bystep guide for converting
only)
digital still images into a
.wmv video file. This
integrated tool allows the
user to edit the images, add
text annotation, record
narration, apply “Ken Burns”
style effects, transitions and
add music.

Following Up After the Session
As is the case with many technology-based projects presented in teacher education
courses or professional development, the skills and concepts being presented are one step
removed from implementation in an authentic teaching environment (Hargrave & Hsus,
2000). In order to make connections between teaching theory and practice, preservice
and in-service teachers must have opportunities to plan, implement, and evaluate a FivePicture Charades activity with a group of students (Brush & Saye, 2009).
Creating a Digital Media Product
Following a workshop or class session utilizing the Five-Picture Charades activity,
instructors can follow up on this instructional strategy by assigning teachers to complete
at least one proof of concept product, such as a humorous edited image or a 30-second
video about the student’s family or pet. Teachers may be given the choice to complete and
polish an image set or video from their Five-Picture Charades groupwork, too. These
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personal projects increase teachers’ motivation to experiment with the tools, lower their
barriers of social inhibition, and provide opportunity for differentiation.
Planning a Learning Activity
To build on the Five-Picture Charades further, teachers can identify one curricular topic
they believe might benefit from the integration of user-generated digital media. If
teachers need assistance determining a topic, they can consider which topics their
students find especially challenging, such as a concept that is difficult to understand (e.g.,
the production and consumption of adenosine triphosphate) or is less than motivating
(e.g., lab safety procedures). Once they settle on a topic, teachers can begin to identify
instructional goals. Digital media projects provide an opportunity to address the entire
spectrum of objectives, from cognitive (i.e., content learning) to behavioral (e.g., process
skills) to affective (attitudes or beliefs).
Once teachers have identified a curricular topic and instructional goals, they can then
begin to develop a lesson sequence using their digital media project. Teachers who are
hesitant about using technology or managing students’ use of the technology, can focus
first on teacher-centered modes of use. Soft scaffolding (Brush & Saye, 2002) is often
available to teachers in the form of instructional technology specialists, tech-savvy peers,
motivated parents, or students.
The entire design process is iterative—teachers create initial versions of instructional
plans and digital media products that are expected to change after implementation.
Teachers who are inexperienced either with using technology or planning instruction will
need help in scaffolding their work. Each student’s “zone of proximal development”
(Vygotsky, 1978, 1987) should be considered, that is, the distance between what they are
able to do independently and what they can do with the help of a more knowledgeable
peer or teacher.
Teachers can anticipate areas where their students might struggle and be prepared to
provide scaffolding in the form of help documents, tutorials, FAQ pages, or Internet
resources. In all cases teachers should be discouraged from putting too much work too
soon into polished examples to show their students. Rather, they should be urged to
develop rough drafts as teaching materials. For example, their students can see a rough
cut of a product, such as a digital documentary with an incomplete audio track, and offer
feedback or suggest what they think the missing pieces ought to be.
Implementing the Activity With Students
Once teachers have working versions of the instructional sequence and needed digital
media, they implement the plan with at least one group of students, possibly in the
context of an enrichment activity or afterschool project. Teaching the entire process with
students will expose any weaknesses in the instructional activity and will help teachers
revise their instruction for smoother implementation in the future. As one teacher
remarked after completing her first digital documentary project, “It was like I was
teaching a novel for the first time, and I hadn’t read the whole thing. Only after getting
through it did I fully understand how to teach it.” After the initial experience of using
digital media with students and learning from their mistakes, teachers will have a set of
personal experiences to draw from when planning digital media projects in the future.
In addition to following up with this instructional planning experience, teacher may be
presented with an additional theoretical follow-up: technology, pedagogy, and content
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knowledge (TPACK; see Koehler & Mishra, 2008). TPACK extends Shulman’s (1987)
construct of pedagogical content knowledge, the observation that teachers draw
simultaneously upon their expertise in student management and the content area(s) as
they make instructional decisions. These domains do not function in isolation but interact
with one another. When teaching with technology, this interaction increases—each
variable can constrain or facilitate the others. A teacher’s choice of tool can deepen or
broaden students’ access to content; it can also obscure the content by overwhelming the
teachers and students with clumsy interfaces, file management problems, or crash-prone
processes.
The Five-Picture Charades activity provides teachers with a concrete, manageable
example of technology integration that requires teachers to draw upon their content
knowledge, pedagogical expertise, and emerging technology proficiencies and attitudes.
As teachers plan and enact digital media projects, they can reference the TPACK
framework to monitor how the variables of technology, pedagogy, and content interact
and to maintain their focus on their instructional objectives (Hammond & Manfra, 2009).
Conclusion
Beyond planning lessons that occupy time in the school day, teachers are expected to
create learning environments that are engaging and motivating to students. This includes
“creating, enriching, maintaining and altering instructional settings to capture and
sustain the interest of their students,” (National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards, 2002), as well as “creating a learning environment that encourages positive
social interaction, active engagement in learning, and self-motivation” (Interstate
Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium, 2011). Many elements of student-centered
digital media projects meet the conditions for engaging and motivating learning
environments.
Additionally, the inclusion of digital media projects in K-12 classrooms will continue to
expand in the coming years as access increases, devices proliferate, and content
repositories grow. An open question is whether teachers will be able to move their use of
digital media beyond the traditional, transmission-oriented formats and into more
interactive, participatory models. One method for teaching preservice and in-service
teachers how to plan and implement digital media projects effectively is to have them
actively participate in, create, teach, and reflect upon teaching strategies that include
digital media (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000).
The Five-Picture Charades activity is a flexible, fun introduction to digital media that
keeps the experience rooted in curricular content. Even experienced digital media
producers will enjoy and benefit from the activity. Instructors and teachers can
implement or adapt the activity and the follow-ups in their own instructional contexts.
The Five-Picture Charades and other digital media introductions may also foster the
development of teachers’ TPACK or expand their existing mastery of the concept.
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